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 J U D G M E N T

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that during the period 2004-05, 

Sh.Motilal  Basumatary,  the then Branch Manager of Central  Bank of  India, 

Dimakuchi Branch entered into criminal conspiracy with some other persons 

and in pursuance of the said conspiracy sanctioned term loan for projects under 
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Regular Employment Generation Programme (in short REGP) scheme launched 

by the KVIC to Sh. Jausrang Narzary, Md. Golap Khan, Sh. Nirendra Kr. Das, 

Sh. Gopal Basumatary and Sh. Dimbeswar Deka and prepared false sanction 

letters showing inflated amount than the actual amount of loan sanctioned and 

obtained margin money from the Khadi & Village Industries Commission (in 

short KVIC)  and thereby cheated the KVIC for a sum of Rs.10,57,550/-.  On 

the basis of the said information a case had been registered by the CBI, ACB, 

Guwahati and Sh. P. Thapa, Inspector of Police, CBI was entrusted with the 

investigation of the case.  During the course of investigation the I/O recorded 

the  statements  of  the  witnesses  and  seized  incriminating  documents  and 

subsequently after completion of investigation submitted chargesheet against 

accused Motilal Basumotary U/S 218, 467, 409 IPC and Sec.13(2) r/w 13(1)(c) 

of the P.C. Act,1988.

2.  The chargesheet discloses that during the course of investigation 

it has revealed that during Jan,2005, five private persons, namely Sh. Jausrang 

Narzary, Md. Golap Khan, Sh. Nirendra Kr. Das, Sh. Gopal Basumatary and 

Sh. Dimbeswar Deka applied for term loan for Rs.5 lacs, Rs.1 lac, Rs.5 lacs, 

Rs.3 lacs and Rs.1 lac respectively but accused Motilal Basumatary without 

sanctioning any loan to them claimed margin money from KVIC by showing 

inflated false loans sanctioned to the applicants and obtained Rs.15,07,550/- as 

margin money.  Investigation has further revealed that Motilal Basumatary had 

previously taken the blank application forms for  loan from the beneficiaries 

duly signed by them and lateron filled up the application forms with inflated 

loan amounts and submitted to Nodal Branch / KVIC for release of margin 

money.  Though as per KVIC rules the margin money is required to be kept in 

fixed deposit account of the beneficiaries, but Motilal Basumatary dishonestly 

and fraudulently credited the amount to the SB accounts of the beneficiaries so 

that it can be withdrawn easily.  It also has revealed from the investigation that 

after  receiving  the  margin  money  against  false  loans  accused  Motilal 

Basumatary  kept  a nominal amount  in fixed deposit  account in  the form of 

Money Multiplier Deposit Certificate (in short MMDC) of five beneficiaries 

which  were  credited  in  the  actual  loan  account.   Subsequently  Motilal 

Basumatary  had  taken  withdrawal  forms  from the  beneficiaries  in  advance, 

signed by them and after crediting the margin money in the savings accounts of 

the beneficiaries misused those withdrawal forms and took out the money from 
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the respective accounts for his own use or otherwise.   Investigation has also 

revealed that after a long time during June to October, 2005 Motilal Basumatary 

sanctioned actual loan under KVIC but disbursed nominal amount. Though an 

amount of Rs.15,07,550/- was obtained as margin money from the KVIC but 

Motilal Basumatary deposited an amount of Rs.3,70,000/- in the fixed deposit 

accounts of five beneficiaries and misappropriated a sum of Rs.11,37,550/-.

3. In  due  course,  upon  appearance  of  the  accused,  copy  of  the 

relevant papers was furnished to the accused and after hearing both sides formal 

charges U/S 120B, 409, 420, 471 IPC and Sec.13(2) r/w 13(1)(d) of P.C. Act, 

1988 were framed against accused Motilal Basumatary.  The charges having 

been read over and explained the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.

4.1 Now, in the present case, the points to be decided are :-  Whether 

during the period 2004-05, accused Motilal Basumatary entered into criminal 

conspiracy with others to do illegal acts and in pursuance of the said conspiracy 

prepared false sanction letters of term loans and obtained margin money from 

KVIC.

4.2. Whether during the period 2004-05 Motilal Basumatary, Branch 

Manager of Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch, being a public servant 

and on being entrusted with the works for proper distribution of the loans for 

projects under REGP scheme launched by the KVIC committed criminal breach 

of trust in respect of an amount of Rs.10,57,550/- pertaining to distribution of 

loan amount to the beneficiaries.

4.3. Whether during the period 2004-05 accused Motilal Basumatary 

without  sanctioning  any  loan  to  Nirendra  Kr.  Das,  Golap  Khan,  Gopal 

Basumatary,  Dimbeswar Deka and Jaursang Narzary claimed margin money 

from KVIC by showing inflated false loan sanctioned against the said persons 

and dishonestly and fraudulently obtained margin money of Rs.15,07,550/- on 

the basis of false and fabricated documents  and by depositing only an amount 

of  Rs.3,70,000/-  in  the  fixed  deposit  accounts  of  those  beneficiaries 

misappropriated the remaining amount of Rs.10,57,550/- and thereby cheated 

the KVIC, Central Bank of India and the beneficiaries.

4.4. Whether during the period 2004-05, accused Motilal Basumatary 

as Branch Manager of Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi branch fraudulently 
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and dishonestly used as genuine certain documents  which he knew at the time 

he used it  to be forged documents for the purpose of getting margin money 

from KVIC by creating certain false loan accounts.

4.5 Whether during the period 2004-05 accused Motilal Basumatary 

being a  public  servant  working as Branch Manager,  Central  Bank of  India, 

Dimakuchi  branch  committed  criminal  misconduct  by  abusing  his  official 

position  as  public  servant  and  by  corrupt  and  illegal  means  and  obtained 

pecuniary advantage to the tune of Rs.10,57,550/- without any public interest 

causing wrongful loss to the KVIC and wrongful gain to himself.

5. In  order  to  substantiate  the  allegations  against  accused Motilal 

Basumatary, the prosecution has examined in the case as many as eighteen (18) 

witnesses including the I/O.  Statement of the accused has been recorded under 

Section 313 Cr.PC.  In his  statement  the  accused has  taken the  plea  that  he 

maintained all documents and records as per banking norms and practice and he 

also acted as per instruction/advice from their Jorhat Regional office and KVIC 

officers from time to time.  The defence side has examined none.  I have gone 

through the entire evidence on record and have also heard the arguments put 

forward by the ld. Counsel for both the parties. During the course of argument 

the learned Advocate for the CBI has submitted that it  has been established 

from the evidence on record that the accused in pursuance of the conspiracy 

claimed subsidy/margin money from the KVIC without sanctioning any term 

loan and/or showing inflated amount of loan in the loan sanction letters and 

misappropriated the money causing wrongful loss to the KVIC and the bank 

and also thus cheated the KVIC and the Bank. It also has been submitted by the 

learned Special P.P. CBI that all the charges framed against accused Motilal 

Basumatary have been established in the case beyond reasonable doubt and the 

accused  person  is  liable  to  be  convicted.  On  the  other  hand,  assailing  the 

submission  advanced  by  the  learned  Special  P.P.  CBI  it  has  been  argued, 

interalia,   by  the  learned  defence  counsel  that  statement  u/s  161  CrPC not 

properly recorded, project sites of the beneficiaries were not visited by the I.O., 

procedure  &  rule  of  KVIC  was  not  available  in  the  Dimakuchi  branch  of 

Central Bank of India, there was no audit objection in respect of the function of 

the Dimakuchi branch, there is also no audit report regarding any loss caused 

either to the bank or the KVIC rather there is clear evidence that no any loss has 

been caused to the bank, moreover there is no recovery proceeding initiated for 
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recovery of any loss.  Learned defence counsel has further submitted that at the 

relevant time when Motilal Basumatary was Branch Manager of  Dimakuchi 

branch it  was a terrorist affected area and  Motilal Basumatary had to work 

under threat. According to the  learned defence  counsel the prosecution has 

failed  to  bring  home  the  charges  against  the  accused  and  as  such  accused 

Motilal Basumatary is entitled to get acquittal in the case.  Let us now discuss 

the evidence below to see whether the allegations have been proved  against the 

accused or not. 

6. PW.-1  Sh. Siddhartha  Roy  has stated that he joined KVIC, 

Bhubaneswar in  the  year  1982 as  Auditor-11  and now he is  posted in  the 

central office Mumbai as Dy. Director.  It is stated by PW-1 that after receipt of 

the target both financial and physical  from the Govt. of India, the central office 

of KVIC, Mumbai redistributes the same to the state offices of KVIC to set  a 

project for the year.  KVIC state office also gives such target to the District lead 

bank and the same are again redistributed to other banks. As per the guidelines 

initially the subsidy money, i.e. the margin money is deposited to the mother 

bank of KVIC and thereafter it  is  distributed to the nodal bank as per their 

demand.  The nodal bank has the full authority to sanction a scheme.  Under the 

scheme once a proposal is sanctioned by the financing bank, the 1st instalment 

of the loan is released and the beneficiary is deputed for EDP training. The 

amount of margin money sent to the bank  in the name of beneficiary is kept 

under lock-in period for two years under TDR and neither any interest earned 

on the TDR  is  given to the beneficiary nor the beneficiary has to pay any 

interest  to  the  quantum of  subsidy  money.   PW-1  has  also  stated  that  the 

adjustment of the margin money against the loan can only  be done with the 

approval of KVIC  and KVIC  shall have to undertake  physical verification for 

allowing the clearance of adjustment.  According to PW-1,  Ext.12  to  Ext.16 

pertain to the file of individual beneficiaries  maintained in  REGP  section 

under  KVIC and the same were seized vide Ext.18 seizure memo.    All these 

exhibits contain the certificate of registration   of the individual beneficiaries 

namely  Dimbeswar Deka, Jousrang Narzary,  Gopal Basumatary, Nirendra Kr. 

Das and Golap Khan.  Before issuing the certificate of registration the  KVIC is 

to physically verify the status of unit set up by the beneficiary under REGP.  It 

is  stated by PW-1 that  in a normal course under the scheme of   REGP the 

physical  verification  of  the  unit  set  up by  the  beneficiary  is  required  to  be 
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verified after a period of two years for the purpose of issuing adjustment letter 

for adjustment of margin money. In his cross-examination  PW-1 has stated 

that he has got no personal knowledge about the facts of the case because at that 

relevant point of time he was not there. He also did not verify any document 

from the financing bank or nodal bank. It is also stated by PW-1 that though 

EDP training is mandatory but from the files ext.12 to ext.16 it appears that 

certificate of training  is not available there. However from the contents of the 

seizure lisi it appears that the beneficiaries have undergone the EDP training. 

According to PW-1,  general procedure is that if claim papers are not found in 

proper then it will be sent to the  nodal  bank  for  verification  of  shortcomings 

or  compliance.  It is also stated by PW-1 that he is not aware whether the files  

were referred to the nodal bank or not.

7. PW-2   Sh. Apu Nath has stated that Khadi & Village Industries 

Commission (KVIC)  was established in  the  year 1957.  The head office of 

KVIC is at Mumbai.  During 2002-2003 he was working in the KVIC state 

office  Guwahati  in  the  REGP  section  which  deals  with  rural  employment 

generation  programme  through  different  schemes  under  KVIC.   Under  the 

schemes the project  can be forwarded by Khadi Board,  Khadi  Commission, 

beneficiary themselves through bank,  DIC etc.   The name of the beneficiaries 

alongwith their  applications  are required to be forwarded by the financing 

bank  to   KVIC   and  in  the  REGP  section  of  KVIC  the  names  of  the 

beneficiaries  are  entered  in  a  register.  After  sanctioning  of  the  loan  and 

disbursement of 1st installment of the loan the bank sends the particulars of the 

beneficiaries  and  thereafter  the  KVIC  call  the  applicants/  beneficiaries  for 

undergoing three days EDP training which is imparted by  Indian Institute of 

Entrepreneurship  at  Guwahati.   The  beneficiaries  thereafter  submit  the 

certificate issued by IIE to the financing bank and the bank will release the loan 

part by part and shall claim for the subsidy to the nodal bank. The  nodal bank 

on  receipt  of  such  claim  from  the  financing  bank  shall  scrutinize  and  see 

whether the beneficiary falls under the criteria of KVIC and fulfill the norms of 

the  KVIC  under  REGP schemes.   On  being  satisfied  the  nodal  bank  will 

release  the  financing  bank  the  margin  money  which  shall  be  kept  as  fixed 

deposit in the name of the  beneficiary.  At the time the beneficiary approaches 

the KVIC for registration under REGP the beneficiary has to pay 1% of the 

project cost as registration fees to KVIC  by  way of cheque or demand draft.  
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According  to  PW-2,   Ext.1  is  the  Ready  Reckoner  for  REGP   where  the 

procedures of KVIC under REGP schemes are mentioned.  This book Ext.1 is 

issued by the head office to each and every state office in the state. Copy of this 

book is also sent to the nodal bank and to their regional offices. As per the 

provisions of the REGP one individual of a family is entitled for the benefit of 

the  scheme.   PW-2  has  further  stated  that  Ext.2  is  the  photocopy  of  the 

Adjustment Register which was maintained  in REGP section at the relevant 

point  of  time  wherein  the  name  of  the  financing  bank,  the  name  of  the 

beneficiary  and  address,   industry/scheme,  total  project  cost  and  other 

particulars are entered. This Ext.2, according to PW-2,  has been certified by 

him by comparing with the original  and it was maintained in the REGP section 

under  his  custody.  Ext.3   to   Ext.6  are  the  photocopies  of  the  aforesaid 

Register. It is stated by PW-2 that Ext.7,Ext.8,Ext.9,Ext.10 and Ext.11 are the 

margin money claim form in respect of beneficiaries Jousrang Narzary, Gopal 

Basumatary, Nirendra Kr. Das, Dimbeswar Deka and Golap Khan respectively. 

Those were addressed to REGP by the financing bank i.e.,  Central  Bank of 

India, Dimakuchi Branch. The said exhibits contain the certificate of the bank , 

the photocopy of the EDP training certificate, copy of sanction letter issued by 

the financing bank.  It is also stated by Pw-2 that Ext.12, Ext.13, Ext.14, Ext.15 

and Ext.16 are the individual files of beneficiaries Dimbeswar Deka, Jousrang 

Narzary, Gopal Basumatary,  Nirendra Kr. Das and Golap Khan maintained in 

the REGP section of KVIC  for office record. The said individual files contain 

sanction letter of the Dimakuchi Branch of  Central Bank of India,   application 

of beneficiary  for certificate of registration,  a copy of certificate of registration 

issued  by  KVIC   etc.   During  cross-examination  PW-2  has  stated  that  the 

original of ext.2 to ext.6 were seized from him. He never visited Dimakuchi 

branch of  the  Central  bank  of  India  and  verified  any  document  personally. 

During  process  of  the  files  ext.12  to  ext.16   KVIC   never   received  any 

complaint from the beneficiaries. 

8. PW-3  Sh.  Sobhan Ch. Deka  has stated in his  evidence that 

during 2004-2005 he was working at  Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch 

as Armed Guard and  Sh. Motilal Basumatary was the Branch Manager of the 

said branch.  It is stated by PW-3 that as there was scarcity of manpower so in 

addition of his routine  duty he used to  manage the cash and as per instruction 

of the Manager he used to hand over the cash to the withdrawer.  PW-3 has 
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further stated that vide Ext.19 seizure memo  the CBI seized letter dtd.23.11.09, 

withdrawal slips and photocopy of ledger of the account nos.9933 and 11167, 

transfer credit and debit vouchers in the name of Golap Khan etc. It is stated 

that  all  the  withdrawal  slips  seized  by  Ext.19  were  passed  by  the  Branch 

Manager Sh. Motilal Basumatary.  Ext.20  withdrawal  form  dtd.13.04.05  for 

Rs.65,000/-  and   Ext.21   withdrawal  form dtd.  30.4.05  for  Rs.60,000/-   in 

respect of account no.4117 of Narendra Kr. Das were passed by Sh. Motilal 

Basumatary. In his cross-examination PW-3 has stated that he was not given 

any written order by the Branch Manager Sh. Motilal Basumatary or by any 

other authority for doing works in the cash section apart from his armed guard 

duty.   The seized documents were not in his  custody but those were in the 

bank’s custody. It is also stated by PW-3 that Branch Manager Sh. Haren Das 

had given him  authority to produce the documents mentioned in ext.19 before 

the CBI office at Guwahati, but that authority is not available in the record. 

PW-4  Sh. Dhanuram Deka has stated that he joined Central Bank of India, 

Dimakuchi Branch as sub staff and worked in that  branch till  2010. During 

2004-2005   Sh.  Motilal  Basumatary  was  the  Branch  Manager  of  the  said 

branch.  It  is stated by PW-4 that  during that period  he was working in the  

said branch as Duftry under Sh. Motilal Basumatary and as Duftry his duty was 

to  maintain  records  of  the  loan  files,  prepare  and  compile  daily  vouchers 

account relating to different transactions.  PW-4 has further stated that Ext.22, 

Ext.23, Ext.24, Ext.25 and Ext.26 are  KVIC  loan files  maintained  at  Central 

Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch in respect of  beneficiary Gopal Basumatary, 

Jausrang  Nerjery,  Golap  Khan,  Nirendra  Kr.  Das  and  Dimbeswar  Deka 

respectively.  The aforesaid loan files  contain  loan  sanction order,  margin 

money  order,  loan  cum hypothecation  agreement,  demand  promissory  note, 

loan ledger extract,  surrender value quotation, specimen signature card, transfer 

credit voucher,  cash memos, inspection report, loan documents in prescribed 

format of the bank  etc.  It is stated that loan was sanctioned in the name of 

Gopal Basumatary for Rs. 1 lac, in the name of Jausrang Narjery for Rs. 3 lacs,  

in the name of Golap khan for Rs.1 lac, in the name of Nirendra Kr. Das for 

Rs.5 lacs and in the name of Dimbeswar Deka for Rs.4,75,000/- and all the 

aforesaid loans were sanctioned by Sh. Motilal Basumatary, the then Branch 

Manager of Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch.  However,  in his cross-

examination, PW-4 has stated that he can not say whether beneficiaries, viz., 

Nirendra  Kr.  Das,  Golap  Khan,  Gopal  Basumatary,  Dimbeswar  Deka  and 
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Jausrang  Nerjery  got  the  loan  or  not.  He  does  not  know the  procedure  of 

sanctioning the loan or margin money. He also can not say whether the margin 

money can be disbursed in instalment or not. He has not seen any forged or 

fabricated  documents  in  the  files  exhibited  as  ext.22  to  ext.26.   Pw-4  has 

further stated that he has heard that accused Motilal Basumatary was kidnapped 

and assaulted by somebody due to non-sanction of loan and  margin money. 

9. PW-5  Sh. Haren Das has  stated that he has been working as 

Branch  Manager  in  the  Central  Bank  of  India,  Dimakuchi  Branch  since 

22.5.2008. In his evidence he has specifically stated the procedure for getting 

loan in respect of  schemes sponsored by  KVIC  under REGP plan.  According 

to PW-5,  after sanctioning the loan the bank will release the first instalment of 

the loan directly in the name of the supplier and thereafter  bank will prepare 

documents for the purpose of claiming the margin money .  The margin money 

is claimed by the bank through Nodal branch  of the bank and  the Nodal branch 

of   Dimakuchi  was Central  Bank of  India,  Silpukhuri  branch.   The  Nodal 

branch releases the margin money to the sanctioning branch in the name of the 

beneficiaries for the purpose of keeping the same in fixed deposit for a period 

of two years in the name of the  beneficiaries at the sanctioning branch and the 

sanctioning bank can not release the margin money before the stipulated period. 

PW-5  has  further  stated  that  Ext.25   loan  file  is  in  respect  of  beneficiary 

Nirendra Kr. Das maintained in the Central bank of India, Dimakuchi  Branch. 

The said loan was sanctioned under REGP scheme sponsored by KVIC.  The 

purpose of obtaining the loan  is for  power ghani oil mill.  Ext.25/11 is the 

sanction letter by which an amount of Rs,5 lacs was sanctioned on 2.6.05 by the 

then Branch Manager Sh. Motilal Basumatary.  Ext.25/9 is another sanction 

letter dtd.27.1.05. by  which an amount of Rs.9,10,575/- was sanctioned.  The 

same loan was  granted under KVIC scheme. Ext.9 is the margin money claim 

form by which the margin money of Rs.2,87,550/- was claimed on 29.3.05  by 

Sh. Motilal Basumatary.  It is stated by PW-5 that  under REGP scheme one 

beneficiary can not claim loan for or against two projects. Moreover in Ext.25 

no  pre-inspection  for  the  project  of  power  ghani   oil  mill  has  been found. 

Ext.24  is  the  loan  file  in  the  name of  loanee   Golab  Khan.  Ext.24/4  is  an 

undated loan application of Golab Khan requesting a loan of Rs.2 lacs for the 

purpose of steel fabrication under KVIC scheme. Vide Ext.24/1 sanction letter a 

sum of Rs.1 lac was sanctioned to Golab Khan on 10.8.05. as a term loan under 
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KVIC scheme. In Ext.11 the loan was shown as Rs.10 lacs and accordingly 

margin  money  of  Rs.  3  lacs  was  claimed  from  the  Nodal  branch.  But  in 

Ext.24/5  and  24/6  the  ledger  sheets  of  loan  of  Golap  Khan  there  is  no 

transaction  in respect of debit of Rs.10 lacs.  Ext.25 is the loan file in respect of 

loanee Gopal Basumatary. In  ext.25 no application for loan by the applicant 

has been found.   Sanction letter dtd.6.6.05 shows that an amount of Rs. 1 lac 

was sanctioned as term loan and the ledger sheet shows that loan amount of 

Rs.1 lac was disbursed on 18.10.05 .Ext.8 is the margin money claim form in 

the name of Gopal Basumatary and in the said claim form the amount of loan is 

shown as Rs.10 lacs and margin money claimed for Rs.3 lacs.  It is stated that 

Sh. Motilal basumatary was the branch manager at the relevant time.  In the 

ledger sheet of loan there is no transaction showing debit of Rs.10 lacs in favour 

of loanee Gopal Basumatary.  Ext.26 is  the loan file in the name of loanee 

Dimbeswar Deka under KVIC scheme.  But in the said file no application for 

loan by Dimbeswar Deka was found. Ext.26/1 is the sanction letter dtd.9.10.05 

by  which  a  term  loan  of  Rs.4,75,000/-  was  sanctioned  by  Sh.  Motilal 

Basumatary in favour of Dimbeswar Deka. But  in Ext.10 the margin money 

claim form in the name of Dimbeswar Deka the total loan is shown as Rs.12 

lacs and accordingly the margin money was claimed for Rs.3,20,000/-  and Sh. 

Motilal Basumatary was the branch manager at the relevant time.  Ext.23 is the 

loan file in the name of loanee Jousrang Narzery under KVIC scheme.  The 

term loan for Rs.3 lacs was sanctioned on 23.10,05 for the purpose of Chira 

mill.   But ext.7  margin money claim form in respect Jousrang Narzary  for 

Rs.10 lacs and accordingly margin money was claimed for Rs.3 lacs by the 

applicant  through the financing branch and Sh.  Motilal  Basumatary was the 

branch manager of the said branch. It is stated by PW-5 that the loan amount 

mentioned  in  the  margin  money  claim  forms  Exts.7,8,9,10and  11  are  not 

matching with the sanction letter. PW-5 has also stated that vide ext.54, 55 &70 

seizure  memos  some  documents  were   seized  from  him.   PW-5  has  also 

exhibited ext.57 the certified copy of SSI loan ledger no.3, ext.29,30 & 31 HSS 

supplementary cash book,   ext.32 the cash book of Central  Bank of India , 

Dimakuchi branch, ext.71 the C.D. miscellaneous register, ext.72 the original 

SSI  loan  ledger  no.3  of  Central  Bank  of  India,  Dimakuchi  branch, 

exts.75,76,77 of  Gopal  Basumatary,  ext.78 to  83 withdrawal  slips  of  Golap 

Khan,  exts.84  to  86  transfer  voucher,   exts.87  to  90  withdrawal  slips  of 

Jousrang  Narzary,  ext.91  transfer  journal  register  of  Central  Bank  of  India, 
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Dimakuchi  Branch.   In  his  cross-examination  PW-5  has  stated  that  no 

documents pertaining to REGP scheme of KVIC were seized from him.  The 

REGP  scheme  of  KVIC  was  not  circulated  to  the  Central  Bank  of  India, 

Dimakuchi branch by  the KVIC.  Loan accounts in the form of Term loan were 

opened as per banking rules and procedures in the names of all beneficiaries in 

Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi branch. However the present case is related 

to the margin money only and not in connection with the term loan.  It has been 

further stated by PW-5 that  as he has not personally visited the Project Site of 

the beneficiaries so he can not say as to whether the Projects of the beneficiaries 

are functioning or not. He has also stated that the Nodal bank before release of 

margin money verifies the documents submitted alongwith the application and 

only after verification and their satisfaction the scheme project is approved and 

margin money is released. At the time of release of margin money no written 

instruction is sent by the KVIC  or Nodal bank for mandatory deposit of the 

margin money  in the form of fixed deposit for two years in the name of the 

beneficiaries.  In  the  instant  case  the  amounts  of  margin  money were  partly 

deposited  in  the  form  of  fixed  deposit  and  partly  in  the  personal  Savings 

accounts of the beneficiaries.  According to PW-5, the act of not keeping the 

entire  margin  money  in  the  form  of  fixed  deposits  in  the  name  of  the 

beneficiaries  by  the  then  Branch  Manager  Sh.  Motilal  Basumatary  is  a 

procedural  lapse.  PW-5 has further stated that  he can not say if  any loss is 

caused to the Central Bank of India due to the aforesaid procedural lapses by M. 

L. Basumatary. Though it was suggested by the defence side that no loss was 

sustained by the  Central  Bank of  India  on account  of  the  above procedural 

lapses of Motilal Basumatary in respect of margin money but PW-5 denied the 

same. Further statement of PW-5 is that the entries in the bank records such as 

registers, cash book, ledger etc. are done by the respective persons including 

B.M., Accountant, Cashier and other staff/clerk from time to time as per duty 

allotted to them. It is also stated by PW-5 that during his tenure the employees 

of Dimakuchi branch did not get any threatening from the terrorist or from any 

loanee.                                                                                             

10.                    PW-6   Sh. Gajendra Kalita has stated that in the year 2005 he 

was posted in the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch  as a Head cashier.  

Though  his  main  duty  was  to  receive  cash  but  due  to  shortage  of  staff  at 

Dimakuchi branch he used to look after other jobs as and when the Manager 
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assigned to him.  From 2004 to 2006 Sh. Motilal Basumatary was the  branch 

manager of the said branch.  It is stated by PW-6 that ext.24 is the file in respect 

of KVIC loan of applicant Golap Khan.  An amount of Rs.1 lac was sanctioned 

as loan on 10.8.05 by  said Motilal Basumatary. Ext.25 is the loan file in respect 

of  applicant   Nirendra  Kr.  Das  maintained  in  the  Central  Bank  of  India, 

Dimakuchi Branch.  On  2.6.05 an amount of Rs.5 lac  was sanctioned  to the 

applicant by the then Branch Manager Motilal Basumatary for the purpose of 

project of steel fabrication under KVIC scheme. According to PW-6, ext.25/23 

is  the  pre-inspection  report  prepared  by  him and  submitted   to  the  Branch 

Manager Sh. Motilal Basumatary.   It is further  stated by PW-6 that  during 

inspection he found that the proposed power ghani oil mill is within the campus 

of  Javidson Daimary which was an existing firm and as per KVIC norms a 

proposed unit which has been set up within the campus of existing unit is not 

eligible for KVIC loan. Ext.26 is the loan file in respect of Dimbeswar Deka 

who  was  sanctioned  loan  of  Rs.4,75,000/-  on  9.10.05  for  the  purpose  of 

production of steel almirah, table etc. under KVIC scheme. According to PW-6, 

on being asked he conducted the pre-inspection of the unit proposed to be set up 

by Dimbeswar Deka and submitted ext.26/3 inspection report.  Ext.22 is the 

loan file  in  respect  of  Gopal  Basumatary.  Ext.22/1 is  the  sanction letter  by 

which loan of Rs.1 lac was sanctioned to Gopal Basumatary. It is stated by PW-

6 that ext.22 does not contain any loan application and any inspection report. 

Ext.23 is the loan file in respect of loanee Jousrang Narzary  who has been 

sanctioned loan of an amount of Rs.3 lacs by the then Branch manager Sh. 

Motilal Basumatary vide ext.23/4 sanction letter for starting a chira  mill under 

KVIC scheme.   PW-6 has  exhibited ext.27 by which original specimen card, 

account  opening  form  and  original  ledger  sheet  of  Nirendra  Kr.  Das  and 

Jousrang Narzary  were seized from him. PW-6 has further  exhibited  ext.28 

the  transfer  journal   maintained  in  the  Central  Bank  of  India,  Dimakuchi 

branch,  ext.29  the  supplementary  cash  book  in  respect  of  savings  accounts 

maintained  in  the  Dimakuchi  branch  from  30.1.05  to18.4.05,  ext.30  a 

supplementary book of savings account w.e.f. 13.9.05 to 27.11.05, ext.31 the 

supplementary book of  savings account w.e.f.  2.7.05 to  14.8.05,  ext.32 the 

daily cash book maintained in the Central Bank of India,  Dimakuchi branch 

from 19.12.04 to  31.8.05,  ext.33 the  daily  agency statement  from 4.9.04 to 

3.5.05, ext.34 the daily agency statement from 30.4.05 to  3.12.05 and ext.35 

the manifold voucher for an amount of Rs.6 lacs received in respect of Gopal 
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Basumatary and Golap Khan for Rs. 3 lacs each as margin money.  PW-6 has 

also maintained that ext.37 reflects  the amount of Rs.3,20,000/- which is in 

respect of margin money to the loan account of Dimbeswar Deka under KVIC 

scheme. Ext.38 is the manifold voucher in respect of margin money of Rs.3 lacs 

in the name of Jousrang Narzary.  The aforesaid amounts of margin money 

were  received from the  Nodal  branch ,i.e.  Central  Bank of  India,  Silpukuri 

branch. Ext.39 is a manifold voucher  for Rs.2,87,550/- in respect of margin 

money under KVIC scheme in the name of Nirendra Kr. Das. But fixed deposit 

of only Rs.1,50,000/- was opened in the name of Nirendra Kr. Das.   According 

to PW-6,  as per KVIC norms and guidelines the margin money received from 

the Nodal branch through the manifold vouchers are required to be kept in the 

financing branch in fixed deposit in the name of the person to whom the loan 

was sanctioned.  Again the subsidy received in the name of Jousrang Narzary as 

per ext.38 was Rs.3 lacs but fixed deposit was made only for Rs.60,000/-. A 

sum of Rs.3 lac was received as margin money in respect of the loan account of 

Gopal Basumatary but ext.45 shows that only fixed deposit for Rs.30,000/- was 

opened in the  name of  Gopal  Basumatary.  Likewise  though ext.37 voucher 

shows that an amount of Rs.3,20,000/- has been received  from Nodal branch as 

margin  money but  ext.46 shows that  only  fixed deposit  of  Rs.90,000/-  was 

made.  Ext.37  manifold voucher shows that an amount of Rs.3,20,000/- has 

been  received  from  the  Nodal  branch  as  margin  money  in  the  name  of 

Dimbeswar Deka.  Though as per the norms of  KVIC scheme  the amount of 

Rs.3,20,000/- ought to have been kept in the fixed deposit but  from exts.46 and 

47 it is clear that only an amount of Rs.1 lac in total has been kept in fixed 

deposit in the name of Dimbeswar Deka. PW-6 has also exhibited  ext.48 the 

transfer journal maintained in the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch. It 

has been alleged by PW-6 that  the loan sanctioned to the  aforesaid loanees 

under KVIC has been sanctioned without following the laid down rules and 

procedure of  KVIC norms.   During cross-examination PW-6 has stated that 

Dimakuchi is situated in BTAD area which is terrorist affected area. He has 

further  stated that  one  day he heard  from the landlady of  the  house  of  the 

accused that accused Motilal Basumatary had an altercation with some young 

boys who assaulted him and took him in a vehicle by force. According to PW-6, 

at  the time of applying for margin money by the financing bank before the 

Nodal  branch,  the  financing  bank  is  to  furnish  the  relevant  documents  in 

support of the release of margin money. PW-6 has also stated that as per verbal 
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direction of the Branch Manager he had handed over the documents mentioned 

in ext.27 to Sh. Prakash Thapa, Inspector of Police, CBI. PW-6 has denied the 

suggestion that he had unauthorizedly handed over the said documents to Mr. 

Prakash Thapa.  It has been further  stated by PW-6 that though he was the 

Head Cashier in Dimakuchi branch but due to shortage of staff he was also 

performing accounts duty in addition to his duty as Cashier. He also used to 

maintain the cash book, General ledger, cheque collection, preparation of fixed 

deposits and demand drafts etc.  He did not notice any foul play by the accused 

in the Dimakuchi branch except anomalies in disbursing KVIC loan.  Whatever 

amounts released by the Nodal branch relating to KVIC loan were deposited in 

the  respective  accounts  of  the  respective  loanees.   However,  some  fixed 

deposits as MMD certificate were issued pertaining to KVIC loan involved in 

this case.  Further statement of PW-6 is that manifold vouchers are prepared by 

the Nodal branch and he does not have any idea of working of the Nodal branch 

relating to KVIC loan. However, PW-6 has denied the suggestion that he has no 

authority to exhibit exts.35,37,38 & 39 as he has no idea of the working of 

Nodal Branch.  According to  PW-6,  no loss has been occurred to Central Bank 

of India, Dimakuchi Branch by any act of the accused.

11. PW-7   Sh.  Uday  Saloi has  stated  that  he  joined  KVIC  on 

4.9.1979. He is acquainted with the signature of Sh. P.C.Das , Director as he 

worked under him.  It has been stated by Pw-7 that vide ext.49 seizure memo 4 

documents were seized from him which includes forwarding letter, letters from 

the Central Bank of India, Silpukhuri branch regarding release of margin money 

and  correspondence letter dtd.2.9.09.  Ext.50  is letter dtd.12.8.09 and ext.53  is 

letter dtd. 2.9.09  written in the letterhead of KVIC under the signature of Sh. 

P.C.Das, the then Director which he knows.  Exts.51 and 52 are the particulars 

in respect of release of margin money.  It is also stated by PW-7 that ext.50 to  

ext.53 were seized from him vide ext.49. In his cross-examination PW-7 has 

stated that as per direction of Sh. P. C. Das, Director of State office, KVIC, 

Guwahati he handed over the documents mentioned in ext.49 to CBI Inspector. 

He has  got  no knowledge about  the  present  case.  PW-8  Sh.  Dwijen  Ch. 

Lahkar has stated that  in the year 2005 he was posted at  Central bank of India 

, Silpukhuri Branch as Branch Manager. The Silpukhuri branch was the Nodal 

branch for the branches of  Central Bank of India and as Nodal branch it was 

the duty to disburse the margin money as claimed by the financing branch.  It 
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has been stated by PW-8 that  ext.35  was in respect of Golap Khan and Gopal  

Basumatary by which  margin money of  Rs.3 lacs each i.e., total  Rs.6 lacs was 

claimed and  it was written by him.  PW-8 has further stated  that ext.37 is 

manifold-3  bearing  no.4929  in  respect  of  margin  money  claimed  for 

Rs.3,20,000/- in the name of loanee Dimbeswar Deka.  Ext.38 is a manifold-3 

bearing no.4954 in respect of margin money claimed by Central Bank of India, 

Dimakuchi  Branch  for  Rs.3  lacs  against  Jousrang  Narzary.   Ext.39  is  also 

manifold-3  bearing  no.  40778  in  respect  of  margin  money  claimed  for 

Rs.2,87,550/- in respect of Nirendra Kr. Das.  It is also stated by PW-8 that 

exts.59,60  and 61 are  the   letters   addressed  to  Director  KVIC  intimating 

release of margin money in respect of loanees. According to PW-8, ext.59/1 to 

61/1 are his signatures.  During cross-examination PW-8 has stated that Nodal 

bank releases the margin money amounts only after verification of all relevant 

documents submitted with the application and if  found feasible.  The margin 

money amounts which were sanctioned by the Nodal bank have been released 

to the financing bank branch. It has been stated by PW-8 that they have not 

received any complaint from the beneficiaries regarding non-receipt of margin 

money amounts.  He has never visited Dimakuchi branch of Central bank of 

India and also has not perused any accounts of the said branch.  According to 

PW-8, as per KVIC scheme the margin money amounts can be deposited in the 

savings  bank  account   of  the  beneficiary  and  thereafter  for  transfer  of  the 

amounts in the fixed deposit a/c for two years term.  During cross PW-8 has 

also stated that the Dimakuchi branch of Central Bank of India happens to be 

located in a terrorist affected area.  

12. PW-9  Sh. Amlan Kr. Bordoloi  has stated  that in  July’2009 he 

was posted  at Central Bank of India as Assistant.  It is stated by PW-9 that 

Central  Bank of  India,  Silpukhuri  Branch as Nodal  branch used to disburse 

subsidy under KVIC scheme to the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi branch. 

According  to PW-9,  ext.39 is a manifold in the name of Sh. Nirendra Kr. Das 

for Rs.2,87,550/-,  ext.35 is  a manifold in the name of Sh. Gopal Basumatary 

and Golap Khan for Rs.3 lacs each , ext.37 is a manifold in the name of Sh. 

Dimbeswar Deka for Rs.3,20,000/- and ext.38 is a manifold in the name of 

Jousrang Narzary for Rs.3 lacs.   The aforesaid exts.35,37,38 and 39 margin 

money was issued by the Central Bank of India, Silpukhuri Branch in favour of 

Dimakuchi branch of the same bank.  The margin money is required to be kept 
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in the form of fixed deposit at the financing bank in the name of the loanee. 

PW-9 has  further  stated that  ext.62 is  the  Savings  a/c  in  respect   of  KVIC 

maintained at Silpukhuri branch.  This account shows the amount that has been 

credited to the account of KVIC in respect of margin money granted under 

KVIC  scheme.   Exts.63,65  are  the  seizure  memos.  Ext.66  to  69  are  the 

manifold-3 that were seized vide ext.65. It is stated that the margin money as 

reflected against these exhibits  have been disbursed to the financing bank, i.e. 

Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch. In his cross-examination PW-9 has 

stated that the Branch manager of Silpukhuri Branch asked him in writing to 

hand over the documents mentioned in ext.65 to the I.O. of CBI. In ext.66 to 

ext.69  the  amounts  are  clearly  shown  in  the  names  of  the  respective 

beneficiaries. The said amounts were released vide exts.35,37,38,39 and ext.66 

to  ext.69 after  properly scrutinizing the  documents  by the Branch Manager, 

Silpukhuri branch. PW-9 has further stated that so far he knows  after release of 

the  subsidy  amount  from the Nodal  branch through manifold-3,  the  amount 

goes to the financing branch for keeping the same in fixed deposit in the name 

of  the  beneficiaries.  As  claimed  by  PW-9  he  never  visited  the  Dimakuchi 

branch of Central Bank of India and so, he had no occasion to go through the 

respective accounts of the beneficiaries.   PW-10 Sh.  Chandeshwar Prasad 

Singh has stated that since 19.5.08 he was posted as Senior Manager at Central 

Bank of  India,  Silpukhuri  branch.   It  is  stated  by  PW-10 that  for  the  loan 

sanctioned  under  KVIC  scheme  by  Central  Bank  of  India  branches,  the 

Silpukhuri branch of the Central bank of India was its Nodal branch. The Nodal 

branch  used  to  receive  subsidy  from  KVIC  and  disburse  the  same  to  the 

branches  of  Central  Bank  of  India  against  loans  sanctioned  under  KVIC 

scheme.  There was a margin money account at Silpukhuri branch  in respect of 

KVIC loans.  As per rule the financing bank  is required to keep the subsidy 

amount in fixed deposit in the name of the beneficiaries  for a period of 2 years.  

PW-10 has further stated that ext.62 is the statement of account in respect of 

S/B account no.9177 which was maintained at Silpukhuri branch in respect of 

KVIC.  As per ext.35 the subsidy that was debited to KVIC on 8.8.05 was 

meant for the loan under  KVIC scheme to Gopal Basumatary and Golab Khan. 

Exts.37,ext.38 are in respect of subsidy in the name of Dimbeswar Deka and 

Jousrang Narzary respectively.   During cross-examination PW-10 has  stated 

that  he has not seen any document today relating to keeping of the subsidy 

amount for two years in fixed deposit by the financing bank. He is not aware of 
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any complaint concerning non-receipt or misutilisation  of  subsidy amount. He 

also neither  visited the Dimakuchi branch of Central bank of India nor did 

verify any books of accounts of the branch. It has been further stated by PW-10 

that  the  amounts  are  remitted  from  the  Nodal  branch  to  financing  branch 

through manifold no.3 containing the names of the beneficiaries.   However, 

according to PW-10, the manifold does not contain any direction as to by what 

means or modes the margin money is to be utilized by the receiving branch and 

by what mode it is to be given to the beneficiaries. 

13. PW-11 Sh.  Akan  Ch.  Mali has  stated  that   in  the  month  of 

November’2007 he was posted at Central Bank of India, Zonal office, Guwahati 

and at that relevant time he was working as Manager, HRD (Human Resource 

Development). It is stated by PW-11 that ext.73 is the final order which was 

passed  by  their  Zonal  Manager  Sh.  Anil  Malhotra  and  the  same  has  been 

certified by him as a true copy. Ext.73/3 to 73/9 are his signatures. This final 

order was passed against Sh. Motilal Basumatary.  By this order the disciplinary 

authority  dismissed him from service.   In  his  cross-examination PW-11 has 

stated that he has not seen the original copy of ext.73.  He gave ext.73 to the 

I/O,  CBI on the instruction of Zonal Manager, though no written instruction 

was  given.  Though  it  was  suggested  by  the  defence  side  that  he  had  no 

authority  to  certify  ext.73 but PW-11  denied the  same.  It  has  been further 

stated by PW-11 that he never visited Dimakuchi branch of Central Bank of 

India  and  hence  he  had  no  occasion  to  go  through  any  bank  record  of 

Dimakuchi  branch  during  the  tenure  of  Motilal  Basumatary.  He  also  never 

heard about any audit objection concerning Dimakuchi branch.  According to 

PW-11, since he has not witnessed the disciplinary proceedings against Motilal 

Basumatary so he can not say anything about the correctness or incorrectness of 

the findings contained in ext.73.    PW-12  Sh. Kunja Mohon Borkotoki has 

stated that he joined in the Indian Institute of Entrepreneurship on 28.7.1980 at 

Guwahati as Jr.A.A. and in the year 2005 he was posted at the training centre of 

IIE,  Guwahati  as  Superintendent  (Training).  According to  PW-12,  the  main 

function of IIE is to impart training to the entrepreneurs and after completion of 

training they used to issue certificates to the participants.  Ext.92  certificate 

was  issued  to  one  Golap  khan   on  completion  of  his  entrepreneurship 

development programme on village industry management under KVIC.  The 

defence side, however, declined to cross-examine this witness.
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14. PW-13  Sh. Ramani Kanta  Saikia has stated in his evidence 

that during the last part of the year’2009 he was posted in the Regional office 

,upper Assam Region at Jorhat as Asstt. Regional Manager.  The Central Bank 

of  India,  Dimakuchi  branch  falls  under  the  jurisdiction  of   Upper  Assam 

Regional office at jorhat.   PW-13 has stated the procedure for granting loan 

under the KVIC scheme.  It is stated by PW-13 that he verified  ext.25 loan file 

of Nirendra Kr. Das, ext.23 loan file of Jousrang Narzary, ext.26 loan file of 

Dimbeswar Deka,  ext.22 loan file of  Gopal Basumatary and ext.24 loan file of 

Golap Khan.  According to PW-13, all the aforesaid loans were under the KVIC 

scheme.  During his verification he found that the margin money in respect of 

Golap Khan was credited in his loan account. From ext.35 it is clear that the 

margin money in respect of Gopal Basumatary was Rs.3,00,000/- but  ext.45 

shows that only a fixed deposit of Rs.30,000/- has been made in the name of 

Gopal  Basumatary.   In  case  of  Dimbeswar  Deka  the  margin  money  of 

Rs.3,20,000/-  was received   from the Nodal  branch which is  evident  from 

ext.37 but  exts.46 & 47 show that only fixed deposit of Rs.1,00,000/- has been 

made.  In  case  of  Jousrang Narzary the  margin money of  Rs.3,00,000/-  was 

received  from the Nodal branch  which is evident from ext.38 but ext.41 shows 

that  only  fixed  deposit  of  Rs.60,000/-  has  been  made.  In  case  of  Nirendra 

Kumar Das the margin money of Rs.2,87,550/- was received from the Nodal 

branch which is evident from ext.39 but ext.40 shows that only fixed deposit of 

Rs.1,50,000/- has been made.  It is also stated by PW-13 that in the aforesaid 5 

cases during verification he has seen that the margin money received from the 

Nodal office is much higher than the amount actually  mentioned in the sanction 

letter.  Again though as per procedure fixed deposit should have been opened in 

the name of the beneficiaries in respect of the whole of the margin money that 

was received from the Nodal Branch but in all the aforesaid 5 cases the fixed 

deposits  made  are much lower than the amount received as margin money 

from the Nodal branch against the respective loan.  During cross-examination 

PW-13 has stated that  he never visited the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi 

branch and he has no personal knowledge about the records, documents etc. of 

the said branch. He has also stated that the loan application can be filled up by 

any person but it is to be signed by the applicant himself.  The amounts of 

margin money were received from the Nodal bank in respect of all beneficiaries 

and a part of the margin money  were deposited in the fixed deposit  in the 
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name of the beneficiaries. PW-13 has further stated that depending upon the 

schemes the term loan once sanctioned for higher amount can be reduced to 

lower amount.  Again in the event of inability by a particular loan applicant to 

furnish required security for the initial sanctioned loan, the said loan can be 

reduced to lower amount against the security which loan applicant is capable to 

furnish. It is stated by PW-13 that  he can not say if the beneficiaries of this 

case  were  unable  to  furnish required security  against  initial  sanctioned loan 

and/or if the initial sanctioned loan for higher amount was reduced to lower 

amount for inability of the beneficiary to furnish required security against initial 

sanctioned loan. In case the term loan amounts are reduced before receipt of 

margin money, then the proportionate excess amount of the margin money is to 

be returned to the Nodal branch.  According to PW-13, the margin money is 

released by the Nodal branch of the bank after fully verifying and satisfying 

with the documents submitted for margin money claim.     

15. PW-14  Sh. Nirendra Kumar Das in his evidence has stated that 

he had a savings bank account bearing a/c no.4117 at Central Bank of India, 

Dimakuchi Branch.  According to PW-14, he obtained loan from the Central 

bank of India, Dimakuchi branch for the purpose of setting up of an oil ghani 

mill but the mill could not be started.  He filed an application for the loan of 

Rs.9,58,500/- but he was given Rs.1,76,000/- only. In ext.25/22 only signature 

has  been  made  by  him  and  the  rest  has  been  filled  up  by  Sh.  Motilal 

Basumatary.  PW-14 has further stated that he was informed by Sh. Motilal 

Basumatary that the H.Q. of the bank has not sanctioned Rs.9,58,500/- and he 

was asked to change the quotation and accordingly he changed the  quotation 

and  gave  another  quotation  of  Rs.5  lakhs  for  the  purpose  of  opening  Grill 

fabrication unit but the said loan was not sanctioned. It is also stated by PW-14 

that  he  is  not  aware  whether  any  fixed  deposit  in  his  name  is  existing  at 

Dimakuchi branch for an amount of Rs.1,50,000/- and also against  this fixed 

deposit he has not received any amount of money. PW-14 has also  stated that 

when they were trying to develop their business under KVIC scheme, the law & 

order situation at Dimakuchi was normal.  During cross-examination though it 

was suggested by the defence side that he filled up ext.25(22) by himself and 

thereafter put his signature on ext.25(22) but PW-14 denied the same. It has 

been  stated  by  PW-14  that  he  has  no  knowledge  if  margin  money  of 

Rs.2,87,550/- was released through manifold in his favour and out of which a 
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fixed deposit of Rs.1,50,000/- was made in his name at Dimakuchi branch. He 

has  also  no  knowledge  if  the  remaining  amount  of  the  margin  money  was 

deposited in his savings A/C no.4117 and subsequently withdrawn from said 

account. He does not know if his earliar loan application for Rs.9,58,500/- was 

reduced to Rs.5,00,000/- as he was not able to furnish sufficient security for 

loan of Rs.9,58,500/-.  PW-15 Sh. Jousrang Narzary has stated that he had a 

S/B account at the central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch.  He approached 

the said bank somewhere in the year 2000  for the purpose of loan and opened 

an account there.  Thereafter the Manager of the bank Sh. Motilal Basumatary 

asked him to take training from the IIE and accordingly he participated in the 

said training.  It is further stated by PW-15 that after completion of training he 

got  some  amount  of  money  as  loan.  Some amount  of  margin  money   was 

deposited in his savings account and later on he withdrew some amount. The 

defence side, however, has  declined  to cross-examine PW-15. 

16. PW-16  Sh. Dimbeswar Deka has stated in his evidence that he 

started  a  small  business  at  Tangla  and  he  was  not  having  any  business 

establishment at Dimakuchi.  He  applied for loan of Rs.12,00,000/- from the 

Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch for enlarging his business of steel 

fabrication  under KVIC scheme.  But  initially   he  was sanctioned a  sum of 

Rs.3,00,000/-  and  at  that  time  the  Manager  of  the  bank  was  Sh.  Motilal 

Basumatary. It is further stated by PW-16 that from the sum of Rs.3 lakh he has 

withdrawn a sum of Rs.2,30,000/- and thereafter he received no loan from the 

bank. However he was informed by the Manager of the bank that there was a 

fixed deposit in his name for Rs.1 lakh. PW-16 has also stated that  he is not 

aware if the bank has kept any  amount of Rs.3,20,000/- as fixed deposit in his 

name.  In his cross-examination PW-16 has stated that he does not know what 

was the loan sanctioned but he received Rs.3,00,000/- as loan. He remembers 

that one draft of Rs.80,000/- was also given to him by the Branch Manager, 

Dimakuchi branch for purchase of materials for his business. He had not made 

any complaint before the KVIC officers against the Branch Manager, Central 

Bank of  India,  Dimakuchi  branch pertaining  to  the  loan.  The  KVIC or  the 

Central bank of India has not given any notice to him for repayment of the loan 

nor any legal proceedings has been initiated against him by them.  PW-17  Sh. 

Gopal Basumatary has stated that  he applied for a loan of Rs.10 lakhs  for the 

purpose  of  opening  a  rice  mill  and  he  was  sanctioned  a  sum of  Rs.  1  lac 
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initially.  At  that  time Sh.  Motilal  Basumatary  was the  Branch Manager  of 

Central Bank of India , Dimakuchi branch. It has been averred by PW-17 that 

he did not receive from the bank any amount amounting to Rs.2,70,000/-.  He 

also did not withdraw any amount of Rs.2,70,000/- from the said branch on 

30.10.05. According to PW-17, he  has withdrawn an amount of Rs.30,000/- 

which was kept in the fixed deposit by the bank and he does not know if there is 

any other fixed deposit apart from said 30,000/-.  PW-17 has stated that he does 

not know how to write English.  During cross-examination PW-17 has stated 

that he cannot read and understand the contents of the statements of his S/B a/c 

no.4388 and hence he can not say as to what amount is withdrawn and what 

amount is credited since he can not read the ext.25(26). He also has not lodged 

any complaint pertaining to his loan and & S/B A/c either before the Branch 

Manager,   Central  Bank  of  India,  Dimakuchi  branch  or  before  the  higher 

authorities of the Central Bank of India. PW-17 has admitted in his evidence 

regarding his signatures on exts. 75,76 & 77 on both sides. He had furnished his 

land documents as security for obtaining loan. He has also returned the entire 

loan amounts taken by him and there is no outstanding payable by him to the 

bank.

17. PW-18  Sh. Prakash Thapa has stated that the investigation of 

this case was endorsed to him on 10.6.09 and on the said day the FIR of this 

case was registered. Ext.93 is the said FIR. It has been alleged that accused Sh.  

Motilal Basumatary created false and inflated loan sanction letters in the name 

of beneficiaries and submitted to the competent authority for release of margin 

money/ subsidy.  Further allegation is that accused Motilal Basumatary during 

the period 2004-2005 entered into criminal conspiracy with unknown others 

and in pursuance of said conspiracy prepared false sanction letters of term loan 

and obtained margin money  from KVIC and thereby cheated KVIC  for a sum 

of Rs.10,57,550/-  .   It  is  further  stated by PW-18 that  during the course of 

investigation  he  seized  incriminating  materials.   He  seized  documents  vide 

ext.27,ext,19,ext.70,ext.63,ext.65, ext.18  seizure memos.  PW-18 has further 

stated that during investigation he found that loan sanctioned to Golap Khan 

was actually for an amount of Rs.1 lac but it was illegally shown by Motilal 

Basumatary that loan of Rs.10 lacs has been sanctioned  and subsidy received 

Rs.3 lakhs from KVIC.  The loan sanctioned to Nirendra Kr. Das was actually 

for an amount of Rs.5 lacs but it was illegally shown by Motilal Basumatary 
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that  loan  of  Rs.9,58,500/-has  been  sanctioned  and  the  subsidy  claimed 

Rs.2,87,550/-  and  received  from  KVIC.  The  loan  sanctioned  to  Gopal 

Basumatary was actually for  Rs.1 lac but it  was illegally shown by Motilal 

Basumatary that loan of Rs.10 lacs has been sanctioned and the subsidy  of Rs.3 

lacs was claimed and received from KVIC.  The loan sanctioned to Dimbeswar 

Deka  was  actually  for  Rs.5  lacs  but  it  was  illegally  shown  by  Motilal 

Basumatary  that  Rs.12  lacs  has  been  sanctioned  and  subsidy  claimed  for 

Rs.3,20,000/- and the same was received from KVIC. The loan sanctioned to 

Jousrang Narzary was actually for  an amount of Rs.3 lacs but it was illegally 

shown  by  Motilal  Basumatary  that  Rs.10  lacs  had  been  sanctioned.   The 

subsidy claimed for Rs.3 lacs and the same was received from KVIC.  PW-18 

has alleged that  during the course of investigation it was found that accused 

Motilal  Basumatary  sanctioned  the  aforesaid  5  loans  in  a  very  illegal  and 

irregular manner and as a result KVIC suffered huge loss.  According to PW-

18,  during investigation he recorded the statements of the witnesses and after 

completion of investigation he submitted  ext.94 chargesheet in this case. It has 

been stated  by  PW-18 that   during  the  course  of  investigation  none  of  the 

witnesses stated before him that during the relevant period of time when the 

loan  was sanctioned  the law and order situation of Dimakuchi area was not 

normal  or  Motilal Basumatary was ever kidnapped while he was the Branch 

Manager  of  the  Central  Bank  of  India  ,  Dimakuchi  Branch.  Also  Motilal 

Basumatary  never stated before him that he was ever kidnapped during the 

period while he was the Branch Manager of Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi 

Branch. During cross-examination PW-18 has stated that Mr. H. C. Nath, the 

then S.P., CBI lodged the FIR in this case on the basis of source information. 

After registration of the FIR on 10.6.09 the case was entrusted to him (PW-18) 

for investigation and accordingly he investigated the case.  Though the FIR was 

registered after expiry of almost four years from the occurrence but there is no 

explanation in the FIR regarding the reasons for delay.  He also examined the 

witnesses  and  recorded  the  statements  of  Haren  Das,  Gajendra  Kalita, 

Dhanuram Deka,  Soubhan Chandra  Deka,  J.  Narzary  and others  u/s  313 of 

CrPC.  It has been further stated by PW-18 that no witness told him that Motilal 

Basumatary was ever kidnapped/assaulted during his service in Dimakuchi. He 

has not seen the Audit Report of the Central Bank of India and KVIC of the 

concerned period of occurrence. PW-18  has  denied  the  suggestion  put  by 

the  defence  side  that no loss was caused to the bank or KVIC and hence no 
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recovery  proceeding  was  initiated  for  recovery  of  the  loan  and/or  margin 

money.  According to PW-18, part of the margin money was deposited in the 

fixed deposit in the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch and the same 

were there till filing of chargesheet.  He (PW-18) also did not come across any 

complaint against Motilal Basumatary  either from the beneficiary or from the 

KVIC or Bank side.  PW-18 has denied the suggestion that deposit of margin 

money  partly  in  the  fixed  deposit   and  withdrawal  of  the  same  are  not  in 

violation of any Rule or procedure.  It has been stated by Pw-18 that during 

investigation he did not find the units of beneficiaries in existence. Though he 

visited the Project Site but did not find the units.  He did not call for the Audit 

report  of the bank nor did examine the Auditor.   The quantum of loss was 

ascertained by him without verifying the audit report.  The KVIC did not lodge 

any complaint or FIR concerning any loss caused to them by the acts of Motilal 

Basumatary.   PW-18  has  averred  that  during  the  course  of  investigation 

witnesses namely Jousrang Narzary, Gopal Basumatary, Nirendra Kr. Das and 

Golap Khan told him that they did not receive the entire withdrawn amounts in 

their respective names.  According to PW-18, it is his personal opinion that the 

deposit of margin money partly in fixed deposits and partly in personal bank 

accounts of the beneficiaries amounts to procedural lapse on the part of Motilal 

Basumatary.  However, PW-18 has denied the defence suggestion that as no 

offence was committed by  Motilal Basumatary so no FIR or complaint was 

lodged by KVIC or Bank.  It has been stated by PW-18 that in course of his 

enquiry  he  could  not  detect  with  whom  Motilal  Basumatary  entered  into 

criminal conspiracy.     

18. The alleged incident of this case occurred in the Central Bank of 

India,  Dimakuchi  Branch during the  period  2004-2005 and at  that  time the 

Branch Manager of  the  said branch was Sh.  Motilal  Basumatary who is  an 

accused  of  this  case.  As  reveals  from  the  evidence  on  record  the  alleged 

incident  is  related  to  sanction  of  loan  to  the  beneficiaries  namely  Nirendra 

Kumar Das,  Dimbeswar Deka,Gopal Basumatary,  Golap Khan and Jousrang 

Narzery  under KVIC scheme. In the said Dimakuchi branch of Central Bank of 

India  PW-5 Sh. Haren Das worked as Branch Manager  since 22.5.2008. In his 

evidence  PW-5  has  stated  the  procedure  for  getting  loan  from the  bank  in 

respect of  schemes sponsored by  KVIC  under REGP plan.  According to PW-

5,  after sanctioning of such loan the bank will release the first installment of 
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the loan directly in the name of the supplier and thereafter  bank will prepare 

documents for the purpose of claiming the margin money from the KVIC .  The 

margin money is claimed by the bank through Nodal branch  of the bank and 

the Nodal branch of  Dimakuchi was Central Bank of India, Silpukhuri branch. 

The  Nodal branch releases the margin money to the sanctioning branch in the 

name of the beneficiaries for the purpose of keeping the same in fixed deposit 

for a period of two years in the name of the  beneficiaries at the sanctioning 

branch and the sanctioning bank can not release the margin money before the 

stipulated period. PW-10 Sh. Chandeshwar Prasad Singh was functioning as Senior 

Manager at Central Bank of India, Silpukhuri branch. In his evidence  PW-10 has also 

stated  that  for  the loan sanctioned under  KVIC scheme by Central  Bank of  India 

branches, the Silpukhuri branch of the Central bank of India was its Nodal branch. 

There was a margin money account at Silpukhuri branch in respect of KVIC loans. 

The Nodal branch used to receive subsidy from KVIC and disburse the same to the 

branches of Central Bank of India against loans sanctioned under KVIC scheme.  He 

has also stated that  as per rule the financing bank  is required to keep the subsidy 

amount in fixed deposit in the name of the beneficiaries  for a period of 2 years.   PW-

2 Sh. Apu Nath has stated about Khadi & Village Industries Commission (KVIC) 

and its procedure for release of margin money/subsidy in respect of the loan sponsored 

by  KVIC.   According  to  PW-2,  the  name  of  the  beneficiaries  alongwith  their 

applications  are required to be forwarded by the financing bank to  KVIC  and in the 

REGP section of KVIC the names of the beneficiaries are entered in a register. After 

sanctioning of the loan and disbursement of 1st installment of the loan the bank sends 

the  particulars  of  the  beneficiaries  and  thereafter  the  applicants/  beneficiaries  are 

called by the KVIC for undergoing three days  EDP training which is  imparted by 

Indian Institute of  Entrepreneurship (IIE) at Guwahati.  The beneficiaries thereafter 

submit the certificate issued by IIE to the financing bank and the bank will release the 

loan part by part and shall claim for the subsidy from the nodal bank. The  nodal bank 

on receipt of such claim from the financing bank shall scrutinize and see whether the 

beneficiary falls under the criteria of KVIC and fulfill the norms of the KVIC  under 

REGP schemes.  On being satisfied the nodal bank will release the financing bank the 

margin money which shall be kept as fixed deposit in the name of the  beneficiary. 

PW-2  has  exhibited  Ext.1  the Ready Reckoner for REGP  where the procedures of 

KVIC under REGP schemes are mentioned. It is stated by PW-2 that this book Ext.1 

has been issued by the head office to each and every state office in the state. Copy of 

this book is also sent to the nodal bank and to their regional offices.  The evidence of 

PW-1  Sh.  Siddhartha  Roy  discloses  about  the  procedure  for  release  of  margin 

money/subsidy in respect of scheme sponsored by KVIC.  It is stated by PW-1 that  as 
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per the guidelines initially the subsidy money, i.e. the margin money is deposited to 

the mother bank of KVIC and thereafter it is distributed to the nodal bank as per their 

demand.   The nodal  bank has the full  authority to  sanction a scheme.   Under the 

scheme once a proposal is sanctioned by the financing bank, the 1st installment of the 

loan  is  released  and the  beneficiary is  deputed  for  EDP training.  The  amount  of 

margin money sent to the bank  in the name of beneficiary is kept under lock-in period 

for two years under TDR and neither any interest earned on the TDR  is  given to the 

beneficiary nor the beneficiary has to pay any  interest  to the quantum of subsidy 

money.  PW-1 has also stated that the adjustment of the margin money against the 

loan can only  be done with the approval of KVIC  and KVIC  shall have to undertake  

physical verification for  allowing the clearance of adjustment.  According to PW-1, 

Ext.12  to  Ext.16 pertain to the file of individual beneficiaries  maintained in  REGP 

section under  KVIC and the same were seized vide Ext.18 seizure memo. All these 

exhibits contain the certificate of registration of the individual beneficiaries namely 

Dimbeswar Deka, Jousrang Narzary,  Gopal Basumatary, Nirendra Kr. Das and Golap 

Khan.  Before issuing the certificate of registration the  KVIC is to physically verify 

the status of unit set up by the beneficiary under REGP.  It is also stated by PW-1 that 

in  normal course under the scheme of  REGP  the unit set up by the beneficiary is 

required to be verified after a period of two years for the purpose of issuing adjustment 

letter  for adjustment of margin money.  PW-9 & PW-13 have also stated about the 

procedure  for  granting  loan  under  the KVIC scheme and disbursement  of  subsidy 

under KVIC scheme to the financing bank. 

19.                    So from the above discussion of the evidence of PWs-1,2,5,9,10 & 13  

we find that they have stated about the procedure for granting of loan under KVIC 

scheme and also about the procedure for releasing of margin money by the KVIC and 

the Nodal branch. Though PWs-1,2,5,9,10 & 13 have been fully cross-examined  but 

the defence side has not disputed the aforesaid procedures described by the witnesses. 

However, though PWs-1,2,5,9,10  & 13 in their respective evidence have averred that 

as per norms and procedure of KVIC  the entire margin money  is required to be kept 

in the fixed deposit at the financing bank in the name of the beneficiary for two years 

term  but  the  plea  taken  by  the  accused  is  that  no  such  guidelines  or  any  book 

containing  procedure  of  handling  the  subsidy/margin  money  was  provided  by the 

KVIC  or the Nodal branch to the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi branch.  The 

claim of the prosecution is that  though as per procedure fixed deposit should have 

been made in the name of the beneficiaries in respect of the whole of the margin 

money that was received from the Nodal Branch but actually the fixed deposits  made 

are much lower than the amount received as margin money against the respective loan. 
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In  this  connection  it  has  been  alleged  by  the  Prosecution  that  accused  Motilal 

Basumatary  intentionally  credited the  major portion of the amount of margin money 

in the personal account of the beneficiaries in order to facilitate the beneficiaries to 

withdraw the margin  money and in this  way  margin  money was misappropriated 

causing loss to the KVIC.  PW-2 has exhibited ext.-1 Ready Reckoner for REGP loan 

stating that the copy of this book was issued to the Central Bank of India also. In page 

no.6 of ext.-1 it has been clearly mentioned that ‘Once the Margin Money is released 

in favour of the loanee,it should be kept in the Term Deposit Receipt of 2 years at 

branch level in the name of the beneficiary/institution’. The defence side, however, 

has denied of having receipt of the copy of ext.-1. But the evidence on record goes to 

show that Motilal Basumatary kept a portion of the margin money in the fixed deposit 

in the name of the beneficiaries.  PW-13 has specifically stated in his evidence that 

though from ext.35 it is clear that the margin money in respect of Gopal Basumatary 

was for Rs.3,00,000/- but  ext.45 shows that only a fixed deposit of Rs.30,000/- has 

been made in the name of Gopal Basumatary.  In case of Dimbeswar Deka the margin 

money of Rs.3,20,000/- was received   from the Nodal branch which is evident from 

ext.37 but  exts.46 & 47 show that only fixed deposit of Rs.1,00,000/- has been made. 

In case of Jousrang Narzary the margin money of Rs.3,00,000/- was received  from the 

Nodal branch  which is evident from ext.38 but ext.41 shows that only fixed deposit of 

Rs.60,000/- has been made. Again in case of Nirendra Kumar Das though it is evident 

from ext.39 that  the margin  money of  Rs.2,87,550/-  was received from the  Nodal 

branch but ext.40 shows that only fixed deposit of Rs.1,50,000/- has been made.  So 

the question arises if  Motilal Basumatary was not at all aware of the procedure of 

keeping the margin money in the fixed deposit then why some portion of the margin 

money  was  kept  in  the  fixed  deposit  in  the  name  of  the  beneficiaries  namely 

Dimbeswar Deka, Nirendra Kr. Das and others. On this point there is no answer or 

explanation from the defence side.  During the course of argument the learned defence 

counsel drew the attention of the court to the statement of some of the witnesses where 

it  has  been  stated  that  non-keeping  of  entire  margin  money  in  the  fixed  deposit 

account is a procedural lapse. But the fact remains that the  keeping of some amount of 

margin money of the beneficiaries in the fixed deposit account by accused Motilal 

Basumatary leads us to  presume that Motilal Basumatary was aware of the Rules & 

Procedure of KVIC regarding margin money and at the same time it strengthens the 

prosecution claim   that in order to withdraw and misappropriate the margin money the 

same or the major portion of the amount was credited to personal S/B account of the 

beneficiaries. On the other hand, I also find it hard to believe that Motilal Basumatary 

being  a  Branch  Manager  of  the  bank sanctioned  loans  under  KVIC schemes  and 

sought for the margin money without knowing the Rules & Procedure of the KVIC 
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schemes.   Again though in his statement recorded U/S 313 CrPC. accused Motilal 

Basumatary  has  taken  the  plea  that  he  acted  and  performed  as  per  advice  and 

instruction  of  the  Jorhat  Regional  Office  of  the  Central  Bank of  India  and KVIC 

officers of Guwahati but this fact has not been substantiated by the accused in this 

case. 

20.             The Prosecution side has exhibited the loan files in respect of loans  

sanctioned by accused Motilal Basumatary while he was working as Branch Manager 

in the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch.  PW-5 has exhibited  Ext.25  the 

loan file  in respect of beneficiary Nirendra Kr. Das maintained in the Central 

bank of India, Dimakuchi  Branch.  The said loan was sanctioned under REGP 

scheme sponsored  by  KVIC.  Ext.24  is  the  loan  file  in  the  name  of  loanee 

Golap Khan. The said loan was  for the purpose of steel fabrication under KVIC 

scheme.  Ext.22 is the loan file in respect of  loanee Gopal Basumatary.  Ext.26 

is the loan file in the name of loanee Dimbeswar Deka  and  Ext.23 is the loan 

file  in the  name of loanee Jousrang Narzery under KVIC scheme.  From the 

evidence of PW-13 it reveals  that he verified  ext.25 loan file of Nirendra Kr. Das, 

ext.23 loan file of Jousrang Narzary, ext.26 loan file of Dimbeswar Deka,  ext.22 loan 

file of  Gopal Basumatary and ext.24 loan file of  Golap Khan.  According to PW-13, 

all the aforesaid loans were under the KVIC scheme.   From the evidence of PW-2 it 

reveals that Ext.7,Ext.8,Ext.9,Ext.10 and Ext.11 are the margin money claim form in 

respect  of  beneficiaries  Jousrang  Narzary,  Gopal  Basumatary,  Nirendra  Kr.  Das, 

Dimbeswar Deka and Golap Khan respectively.  Those were addressed to REGP by 

the financing bank i.e., Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch. The said exhibits 

contain the certificate of the bank , the photocopy of the EDP training certificate, copy 

of  sanction  letter  issued  by  the  financing  bank.   It  is  also  stated  by  Pw-2  that 

Ext.12,13,14,15   &  16  are  the  individual  files  of  beneficiaries  Dimbeswar  Deka, 

Jousrang Narzary, Gopal Basumatary,  Nirendra Kr. Das and Golap Khan maintained 

in the REGP section of KVIC  for office record.  The said individual  files contain 

sanction letter issued by the Dimakuchi Branch of  Central Bank of India,   application 

of beneficiary  for certificate of registration,  a copy of certificate of registration issued 

by KVIC  etc.  According to PW-18, the Investigating officer, during investigation he 

found that the loan sanctioned to Golap Khan was actually for an amount of Rs.1 lac 

but it has been illegally shown by Motilal Basumatary that loan of Rs.10 lacs has been 

sanctioned  and the amount of  Rs.3 lakhs is received as subsidy from KVIC.  The loan 

sanctioned to Nirendra Kr. Das was actually for an amount of Rs.5 lacs but it has been 

illegally shown by accused Motilal  Basumatary that  loan of Rs.9,58,500/-has been 

sanctioned  and  the  subsidy  of  Rs.2,87,550/-  is  received  from  KVIC.  The  loan 
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sanctioned to Gopal Basumatary was actually for Rs.1 lac but it has been illegally 

shown by Motilal  Basumatary that loan of Rs.10 lacs has been sanctioned and the 

subsidy  of Rs.3 lacs is received from KVIC.  The loan sanctioned to Dimbeswar Deka 

was actually for Rs.5 lacs but it has been illegally shown by Motilal Basumatary that 

Rs.12 lacs has been sanctioned and subsidy for Rs.3,20,000/- is  received from KVIC. 

Again though the loan sanctioned to Jousrang Narzary was actually for  an amount of 

Rs.3 lacs but it has been illegally shown by Motilal Basumatary that Rs.10 lacs has 

been  sanctioned  and the  amount  of  subsidy  is  received  for  Rs.3  lacs.  PW-18 has 

alleged  that   during the  course of  investigation  it  was  found that  accused Motilal 

Basumatary sanctioned the aforesaid 5 loans in a very illegal and irregular manner and 

as a result KVIC suffered huge loss.  It reveals from the evidence on record that a 

loanee  availing  loan  under KVIC scheme is entitled to get 30% of the term loan 

sanctioned as margin money and this margin money is released by the KVIC through 

the Nodal branch of the financing bank. In the instant case Central Bank of India, 

Silpukhuri  branch  was  the  Nodal  branch  in  respect  of  Central  Bank  of  India, 

Dimakuchi branch where the alleged anomalies had taken place.  It reveals from ext.-

66 that by manifold-3 an amount of Rs.3,00,000/- was released by the Nodal branch 

towards  margin  money  of  loanee  Jousrang  Narzary  and  likewise  vide  manifold-

3(ext.67)  an  amount  of  Rs.3,20,000/-  was  released  for  Dimbeswar  Deka,  vide 

manifold-3 (ext.68) an amount of Rs.6,00,000/- was released for Gopal Basumatary 

and Golab  Khan @ Rs.3,00,000/-  each  and vide  manifold-3(ext.69)  an amount  of 

Rs.2,87,500/- was released for Nirendra Kumar Das towards margin money.  On the 

other hand, from the loan sanction letter  available in ext.23 it reveals that Jousrang 

Narzary  was  sanctioned  an  amount  of  Rs.3,00,000/-  as  term loan,  from the  loan 

sanction letter  available  in ext.-26 it  reveals that  an amount  of Rs.  5,00,000/-  was 

sanctioned  to Dimbeswar Deka as term loan, from the loan sanction letter available in 

ext.25 it reveals that an amount of Rs.5,00,000/- was sanctioned to Nirendra Kr. Das 

as term loan,  from the loan sanction letter available in ext.24 it reveals that an amount 

of  Rs.  1,00,000/-  was sanctioned to  Golab  Khan as  term loan,  and from the  loan 

sanction letter  available  in ext.-22 it  reveals that  an amount  of Rs.  1,00,000/-  was 

sanctioned to   Gopal  Basumatary as term loan.   The case record shows that  exts. 

7,8,9,10  &  11  are  the  margin  money  claim  forms  by  which  margin  money  was 

claimed.   From Ext.7 it reveals that an amount of Rs.10 lacs was shown to have been 

sanctioned to Jousrang Narzary and an amount of Rs.3 lacs was claimed as margin 

money, from Ext.8 it reveals that an amount of Rs.10 lacs was shown to have been 

sanctioned to Gopal Basumotary as loan and an amount of Rs.3 lacs was claimed as 

margin money,  from Ext.9 it reveals that an amount of Rs.9,58,500/- was shown to 

have been sanctioned to Nirendra Kr. Das as loan and an amount of Rs.2,87,550/- was 
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claimed as margin money, from Ext.10 it reveals that an amount of Rs.12 lacs was 

shown  to  have  been  sanctioned  to  Dimbeswar  Deka  as  loan  and  an  amount  of 

Rs.3,20,000/- was claimed as margin money and from Ext.11 it reveals that an amount 

of  Rs.10 lacs  was shown to  have been sanctioned to  Golap Khan as  loan  and an 

amount of Rs.3 lacs was claimed as margin money.  So from the above discussion on 

the evidence on record and from the exhibited documents it has clearly come out that 

accused  Motilal  Basumotary  procured  margin  money  for  the  aforesaid  five 

beneficiaries at  a higher rate from the KVIC showing sanction of loans at  inflated 

amount though actually loan of a lesser amount was sanctioned against each of the 

said beneficiaries.  The defence side has not disputed the exhibited documents nor 

they  have  challenged  the  evidence  of  the  witnesses  regarding  the  aforementioned 

anomalies in granting loan and seeking margin money.  During cross-examination of 

PWs the defence side has, however, taken the plea that if a beneficiary cannot submit 

the  documents  in  support  of  security  of  loan  then  the  amount  of  loan  sanctioned 

against him can be reduced.  But the papers available on record do not go to show that 

the loan sanctioned at a lesser amount than the amount shown at the time of seeking 

margin  money  had  to  be  done  due  to  the  fact  that  the  loanees  could  not  submit 

required security against the loan sanctioned earlier.  The defence side also has not 

examined any witness in support of this fact.  

21.                PW-14 Nirendra Kr. Das, PW-16 Dimbeswar Deka and PW-17 Gopal  

Basumatary  are  some  of  the  beneficiaries  who  were  sanctioned  loans  by  accused 

Motilal Basumatary under KVIC scheme. According to PW-14, he obtained loan from 

the Central bank of India, Dimakuchi branch for the purpose of setting up of an oil 

ghani mill but the mill could not be started.  He filed an application for the loan of 

Rs.9,58,500/- but he was given Rs.1,76,000/- only.  In ext.25/22 only signature has 

been made by him and the rest has been filled up by Sh. Motilal Basumatary.  PW-14 

has further stated that he was informed by Sh. Motilal Basumatary that the H.Q. of the 

bank has not sanctioned Rs.9,58,500/- and he was asked to change the quotation and 

accordingly he changed the  quotation and gave another quotation of Rs.5 lakhs for the 

purpose of opening Grill fabrication unit but the said loan was not sanctioned. It is 

also stated by PW-14 that he is not aware whether any fixed deposit in his name is 

existing at Dimakuchi branch for an amount of Rs.1,50,000/- and also against  this 

fixed deposit he has not received any amount of money.  Sh. Dimbeswar Deka(PW-

16) has stated in his evidence that he  started a small business at Tangla and he was 

not  having  any  business  establishment  at  Dimakuchi.   He   applied  for  loan  of 

Rs.12,00,000/- from the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi Branch for enlarging his 

business of steel fabrication under KVIC scheme. But initially he was sanctioned a 
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sum of  Rs.3,00,000/-  and  at  that  time  the  Manager  of  the  bank  was  Sh.  Motilal 

Basumatary.  It has been further stated by PW-16 that from the sum of Rs.3 lakh he 

has withdrawn an amount  of Rs.2,30,000/- and thereafter he received no loan from the 

bank. However he was informed by the Manager of the bank that there was a fixed 

deposit in his name for Rs.1 lakh.  PW-16 has  again averred that  he is not aware if  

the bank has kept any  amount of Rs.3,20,000/- as fixed deposit in his name.  PW-17 

Sh. Gopal Basumatary has stated that  he applied for a loan of Rs.10 lakhs  for the 

purpose of opening a rice mill and he was sanctioned a sum of Rs. 1 lac initially. At 

that time Sh. Motilal Basumatary was the Branch Manager  of Central Bank of India , 

Dimakuchi branch. It has been averred by PW-17 that he did not receive from the 

bank any amount amounting to Rs.2,70,000/-.  He also did not withdraw any amount 

of Rs.2,70,000/-  from the said branch on 30.10.05.  According to PW-17, he  has 

withdrawn an amount of Rs.30,000/- which was kept in the fixed deposit by the bank 

and he does not know if there is any other fixed deposit apart from said  Rs.30,000/-. 

22.                  During  cross-examination of the PWs and also while arguing in the 

case the learned defence counsel raised the points that there was no audit objection in 

respect  of  the  activities  of  accused  Motilal  Basumatary  while  he  was  working  as 

Branch Manager in the Central Bank of India, Dimakuchi branch and also there is no 

any audit report regarding any loss  to the Central Bank of India or the KVIC. It also 

has been claimed by the defence side that as there was no loss caused  either to the 

bank or the KVIC so  no any complaint was lodged by the Bank or the KVIC against  

Motilal  Basumatary.   But the fact remains  that  from our earlier  discussions of the 

evidence on record it has clearly come out that Motilal Basumatary without following 

the KVIC norms sanctioned loans to the beneficiaries. Though the margin money is 

available only upto 30% of the total term loan but it has been established from the 

evidence  and  the  exhibited  papers  that  by  showing  false  sanction  of  bigger  loan 

amount 30% of the same amounting to around Rs.10,57,000/-  was obtained as margin 

money and later on  actually sanctioned loan of very very lesser amount. On the other 

hand without returning the excess margin money the accused illegally credited major 

portion of the margin money in the personal S/B account of the loanees in order to 

facilitate withdrawal of margin money with a view to misappropriate the same. As 

such on the above facts as there is clear evidence before this court so it does not matter 

at  all  whether  the  Auditor  raised  any  objection  or  not  or  submitted  any  report 

regarding any loss.  The  non-filing of any complaint either by the Bank or the KVIC 

does not prove suo motu that no loss was caused to them.  The  Khadi & Village 

Industries  Commission  (in  short  KVIC)  formulated  scheme to  deal  with  the  rural 

employment generation programme and with that aim they provided subsidy which is 

non-refundable. The way in which accused Motilal Basumatary  applied for margin 
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money  by way of using false and forged papers and using them as genuine and after  

obtaining the margin money amounting to around Rs.10,57,500/- credited the same in 

the S/B account of the beneficiaries and allowed to withdraw the same has  virtually 

caused foul play with the scheme of KVIC and has frustrated the noble object of the 

scheme.  So  the  activities  of   accused  Motilal  Basumatary,  according  to  me,  has 

undoubtedly caused loss both to the Bank as well as to the KVIC.  It  can not be 

believed  that  the  aforesaid   illegal  and  fraudulent  activities  of  accused  Motilal 

Basumatary  are without any dishonest intention and pecuniary advantage.  From the 

evidence of some beneficiaries we have also come to know that they did not receive 

the entire money.  The story that the Dimakuchi Branch of the central bank of India is 

situated  in   terrorist  affected  area  and there  was  threat  upon Motilal  Basumatary, 

according to me,  also cannot justify his illegal activities and criminal misconduct by 

abusing his power and position as Manager of branch of the Bank. It is hard to believe 

that  Motilal  Basumatary being a  senior  officer  and Manager  of the Bank was not 

aware  as  to  how  to  maintain  loan  accounts  and  how  to  claim  for  margin 

money/subsidy.  So when an officer like Motilal Basumatary  involves himself in such 

activities in the area of sanctioning of loans then we are left with no alternative but  to 

safely presume that  for pecuniary advantage he had resorted to such activities.  The 

claim  for  margin  money  on  the  basis  of  false  loan  sanction  letters  and  incorrect 

particulars  shows  the dishonest intention of accused Motilal Basumatary  to cheat the 

KVIC and to dishonestly induce the KVIC to release the margin money/subsidy. The 

entire  activities  of  accused  Motilal  Basumatary  in  this  case  clearly  establish  his 

dishonest intention.  In this connection the observation of the Hon,ble Supreme Court 

in a caselaw Shivanarayan Kabra Vs. State of Madras reported in  AIR 1967  SC 986 

is relevant.  In the said case it has been observed by the Apex Court that- “ It is not 

necessary that a false pretence should be made in express words by the accused. It 

may be inferred from all the circumstances including the conduct of the accused in 

obtaining the property. In the true nature of things, it is not always possible to prove 

dishonest  intention  by  any  direct  evidence.  It  can  be  proved  by  a  number  of 

circumstances  from which a reasonable inference can be drawn.”     By his activities 

accused Motilal Basumatary has also committed criminal breach to the trust reposed 

on him by the Bank and the KVIC regarding proper implementation of the scheme. 

The aforesaid  action of accused Motilal Basumatary also establishes  the abuse of his 

position  as a public servant and it is nothing but criminal misconduct on his part. 

Though the PWs in the case have been subjected to full cross-examination  but the 

defence side has failed to dislodge them from their version on the material facts of the 

case as well as on the major allegations levelled by the witnesses. The defence side 
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during  cross-examination   has  also  failed  to  discredit  the  papers  exhibited  by  the 

Prosecution Witnesses.   

23.                The defence side has relied on caselaws reported in 2004 Cr.L.J.  

242; C. Chenga Reddy and others Vs State of A.P. reported in (1996) 10 SCC 

193;  State of Assam Vs Reba Nath Bhattacharyya & others reported in (1986) 

2 GLR 70;  Sh. Krishna Shankar Mehta Vs CBI reported in 2012 (2) GLD 798. 

In respect  of 1st cited caselaw it can be said that the facts of the said case is 

totally different  and it has no bearing in the instant case.  In the second cited 

judgement it has been observed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court that only action 

in violation of any code or circular is not sufficient and  there must be dishonest 

intention. In the third cited caselaw it has been observed by our High Court that

Acts of irregularity, carelessness unless tainted with dishonest intention can not 

amount  to  criminal  misconduct.   In  the  fourth  cited  caselaw  it  has  been 

observed by our own High Court that in the offence of section 420 IPC it is 

necessary for the prosecution to prove that the intention of the accused was 

dishonest even at the time of making promise.  In the case at hand the evidence 

on  record   clearly  establishes  the  dishonest  intention  of  the  accused  for 

committing fraudulent and illegal activities. From our earlier discussions of the 

evidence  on  record   it  also  has  been  established  that  accused  Motilal 

Basumatary  by  placing before  the  KVIC and Nodal  branch  false  sanction 

letters and particulars fraudulently and dishonestly induced them to release the 

margin money of the beneficiaries with a view to cause wrongful loss to them 

and alternatively for wrongful gain for himself and others.   However in the 

caselaw reported in AIR 1963 SUPREME COURT  666  it has been  observed 

by the Hon’ble  Supreme Court that  it is enough to establish the existence of 

either  wrongful loss or wrongful gain and the law does not require that both 

should be established.

24.          In the present case charge U/S 120B of Indian penal code(in short 

IPC)  has  been  framed  against  accused  Motilal  Basumatary  alongwith  other 

sections of law. The evidence on record does not specifically disclose as to with 

whom  Motilal Basumatary entered into criminal conspiracy to do the alleged 

illegal acts. As such the offence U/S 120B IPC has not been proved against the 

accused.  However,  the  materials  available  in  the  record   establish  against 

accused Motilal Basumatary the offences U/S 409/420/471 IPC and U/S 13(2) 
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R/W 13(1)(d)  of  the  Prevention  of  Corruption  Act  (in  short  P.C.Act)’1988 

beyond reasonable doubt.   Accordingly accused Motilal Basumatary is found 

guilty and convicted U/S 409/420/471 IPC and U/S 13(2) R/W 13(1)(d) of the 

P.C. Act’1988.

25. Accused Motilal Basumatary is heard on the question of sentence 

and he has also submitted his views in writing.  It has been submitted by the 

accused  that  he  has  been  suffering  from  high  pressure  and  other  diseases. 

Moreover  he  has  no income source to protect  himself  and his  family.  The 

accused has prayed for exoneration.

26. Considering all aspects including the submission of the accused 

the following sentences are passed against him.  Accused Motilal Basumatary is 

sentenced with  3 (three) years rigorous imprisonment and fine of Rs.25,000/- 

(twenty five thousand) in default 3 (three) months rigorous imprisonment U/S 

409 IPC ; with 4(four) years rigorous imprisonment and  fine of Rs.1,00,000/-

(one lakh) in default one year rigorous imprisonment U/S 420 IPC and with 2 

(two) years rigorous imprisonment and fine of Rs.10,000/- (ten thousand) in 

default  2(two)  months  rigorous  imprisonment  U/S  471  IPC.    He  is  also 

sentenced  with   3  (three)  years  rigorous  imprisonment  and  with  fine  of 

Rs.50,000/-(fifty thousand) in default 6(six) months rigorous imprisonment U/S 

13(2)  R/W  13(1)(d)  of  the  P.C.Act,1988.   All  the  sentences  shall  run 

concurrently.  Hajot period shall be set off.  The bail bond of the accused stands 

cancelled.  Accused Motilal  Basumatary  be  sent  to  the  jail  to  serve  out  the 

sentence.

27. The judgement is pronounced in the open court on this 21st day of 

December’2013.

28. Furnish copy of judgement to the convicted accused free of cost.

                                                                                                 Special Judge, CBI
                                                                                                   Assam, Guwahati.
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